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Respect for Human Rights
To respect the human rights of all stakeholders as we go about our business and CSR activities, the KOKUYO Group has
established the KOKUYO Group Code of Conduct for our employees, and the KOKUYO Group's Procurement Policy for our
partner companies.

Kokuyo Group Code of Conduct

KOKUYO Group Procurement Policy
and Guidelines
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Work Style Reform

Basic Concepts

KOKUYO is generating change in the work styles of employees centered on how time is used so as to secure the ability for
sustainable growth.
KOKUYO seeks to contribute toward the growth of organizations and individuals by practicing work styles that allow
employees to independently choose the time and place of work while utilizing systems such as telecommuting as well as by
addressing factors obstructing the improvement of productivity to increase “disposable time.”

Systems

Achieving a Good Work-life Balance

The KOKUYO Group is committed to providing ideal working conditions with consideration for
achieving a good work-life balance.
These efforts have been recognized by the government and three of the group companies have
received a certification logo (nickname: Kurumin Mark) as of December 31, 2019.
The Kurumin Mark is a certification logo issued by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare,
which promotes the improvement of the nation's declining birth rate, based on the Law for
Measures to Support the Development of the Next Generation, to recognize corporations and
organizations taking an active stance in supporting child-raising.
[Companies that received the Kurumin Mark] As of December 31, 2019
KOKUYO Co., Ltd., KAUNET Co., Ltd.,
KOKUYO Marketing Co., Ltd.

Introduction of Teleworking System and Flextime System without a Core Period

At KOKUYO, a flextime system without a core period has also been introduced to give balance and promote effective use of
time. In addition, KOKUYO has introduced a teleworking system on a daily or hourly basis for employees who have
restrictions on time or place due to child rearing or nursing care. The system allows employees to engage in both child
rearing and work by using their spare time efficiently, such as the time before leaving for work in the morning or the time
after finishing housework until going to bed. Therefore, the number of employees utilizing this system is increasing.
Furthermore, we aim to improve work-life balance and realize higher productivity by introducing a flextime system without a
core period and making working hours flexible.

Re-employment System for Employees Who Left Their Jobs Due to Personal Circumstances

KOKUYO has a re-employment system for regular employees who left their jobs due to personal circumstances such as
marriage, child-bearing, childcare, family care, job relocation of spouse, study abroad, volunteer work, career change and
other reasons recognized by the company.
By bringing in the experiences and knowledge developed outside the KOKUYO Group, it is hoped that these employees will
further expand the diversity of the Group.
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Handling Re-employment of Mandatory Retirees

KOKUYO has in place a system which, in principle, allows employees who wish to work at the KOKUYO Group after retiring
at the mandatory age of 60 to continue work as senior employees.
Through this initiative, we offer opportunities for employees to continue applying themselves in society after mandatory
retirement. At the same time, we can expect them to use their experience and knowledge developed so far in their work to
contribute toward developing younger employees.

2019 Initiatives

Conducting Exciting Smart Work 2019

KOKUYO continues to conduct the trial named “Exciting Smart Work” that involves
giving flexibility to the time and place of work. In 2018, the trial demonstrated
effectiveness such as reducing the stress of commuting through a teleworking
system and an increase in private time.
In 2019, building on the issues noticed during the previous year’s initiative, the
teleworking initiative was further expanded to more participants over a period of
three months. In addition, new challenges in work styles were also undertaken,
such as a “Day/Time Choice” system where employees can choose the number of
Meeting that also includes employees on
days and the time of their work, and relaxing the dress code.
teleworking system
From the survey conducted after the initiative, most participants answered that they
could make effective use of their working hours. In addition, the initiative provided employees with an opportunity to change
the way they view work, and it was observed that this also led to a reduction in overtime work.

Variety and Challenge Systems (Proposal and Award Systems)

“Doubling the speed of operations through variety” is a focus area under the
second medium-term management plan. This is an activity that seeks to improve
work and achieve efficiency by having each and every employee think on their own
and undertake new challenges with a sense of speed. At the KOKUYO Group, as
one of the initiatives to promote this activity, applications were sought from April
this year for the “Variety Proposals” and “Variety Practice Award” that lead to
variety.
By December 31, the number of proposals was 4,169 against a target of 4,000.
Award ceremony
There were proposals from a variety of perspectives, including work style reform,
encouragement of communication, and IT tools.
For each proposal, directors, managing officers, and others generated feedback reports while exchanging their opinions.
Dissemination is carried out as necessary through a portal site. In addition, events to give awards to outstanding proposals
and people who practice this concept were held at each office.
Going forward, KOKUYO will continue this activity while seriously considering the proposals of employees regardless of
whether they can be achieved.
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Promotion of Diversity

Basic Concepts

KOKUYO aims to create a work environment where many positions and values are mutually recognized and various work
styles are permitted, thus making it possible for each and every employee to draw on his or her innate abilities. We have
identified the following four basic themes related to diversity.

Systems

Statutory System for the Purpose of Child-rearing and Nursing-care Support*

The KOKUYO Group is working to make improvements in its systems to create an environment where it is easy to get a
good balance between work and life, such as bearing children, raising them, and caring for senior family members.(The
parts underlined are beyond the range of statutory provisions)
Maternity leave

Six weeks before childbirth (14 weeks for multiple-birth pregnancies) and eight weeks
after childbirth

Spousal maternity leave

Leave of absence granted when a spouse is giving birth. Two days for each childbirth.

Childcare leave

Childcare leave is given until the day the child reaches the age of two. (For a child born
in April, childcare leave is given until the end of April in the year the child reaches the
age of two.)

Childcare leave to look
after a sick/injured child

Up to 5 days per year, or 10 days for employees with two or more children, to look after a
child below school age. (Can also be obtained in half-day units)

Family care leave

Up to a total of 183 days for each person requiring nursing care. (Can be taken in up to 3
blocks)

Nursing care leave

Up to 5 days per year per person requiring nursing care, or 10 days for employees with
two or more children. (Can also be obtained in half-day units)

Short working hour system

Childcare:Until child finishes their third year in elementary school.
Nursing care: Up to three years per person requiring nursing care.
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Teleworking

Can be taken in 1-day units (up to 52 times in one year) or hourly units
Childcare: Until child finishes their third year in elementary school.

Nursing care: Up to three years

Re-employment system

Eligible personnel include regular employees who left their jobs due to marriage, childbearing, childcare, job relocation of spouse, study abroad, volunteer work, career change
and other reasons recognized by the company

* The system is applied to KOKUYO and its principal subsidiaries (In principal, all employees are eligible for flextime work schedule. Flextime
system without a core period introduced)
* Related information: "Number of Employees Taking Leave for Childbearing and Senior Care"

The KOKUYO Group's Hiring of Persons with Disabilities

KOKUYO's history of hiring persons with disabilities dates back to 1940. It started with the employment of students of
Osaka City School for the Deaf (present-day Osaka Prefectural Central Hearing Support School) at the former Imazato
Factory where the present Head Office is located.
The turning point in KOKUYO Group's hiring of persons with disabilities was the business structural reform plan announced
in 2002. The issue of how to handle the hiring of persons with disabilities by individual subsidiaries—formed from the
splitting of KOKUYO—was examined, and the special subsidiary KOKUYO K Heart was established in September 2003. In
addition, Heartland was established in December 2006 for the purpose of hiring persons with intellectual or mental
disabilities.
The KOKUYO Group's rate of hiring people with disabilities is 2.31% as of June 1, 2019.

Participating in the Iku-boss Corporation Alliance

KOKUYO has participated in the Iku-boss Corporation Alliance sponsored by
Fathering Japan since it started in December 2014.
In order for organizations to maximize the abilities of employees, management
must understand that employees have time constraints due to factors such as
childcare, care for elderly relatives and illnesses, and it is essential for the management to change their way of thinking. By
participating in the Iku-boss Corporation Alliance, participating advanced corporations with the same awareness of
challenges can share their knowledge to make it an opportunity to reconsider their diversity management as well as working
style and workplace climate. In addition, by considering the image of ideal supervisors (Iku-boss) in the new era through the
collaboration of corporate networks with the aim of developing further, KOKUYO strives to use it for the solution to
challenges held by customers as a corporation that suggests new working styles.
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2019 Initiatives

Creating Networks for Employees Involved in Child-raising

KOKUYO conducts orientation for employees returning to work after childcare
leave so that they can continue to work with peace of mind while balancing both
child-rearing and work.
In addition, to enable information exchange and allow concerns to be discussed,
KOKUYO also strives to create networks for employees involved in child-raising,
such as lunches for fathers and mothers, and the KOKUYO Child-raising Network .
Information is exchanged on themes related to balancing work and child-rearing,
including skillful methods for utilizing the teleworking system and work styles after
children have entered elementary schools.

KOKUYO Logitem’s “What I’d Like to Be” Office Visited Partner Company

The “What I’d Like to Be” Office, which aims to ensure diversity promotion and the
advancement of women at KOKUYO Logitem, has been visiting partner companies
since August last year to understand the state of activities to promote the
advancement of women at other companies and obtain hints for future activities.
This time, the office visited Kanriku Express Kansai Co., Ltd. With the first female
center manager and female CFO, visitors were told that people at the company
utilizes the meticulous attention to detail and ability to respond unique to women to
conduct realistic activities. Going forward, KOKUYO hope to continue a wide range
of interactions with other companies to incorporate good points into KOKUYO.
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Human Resources Management

Basic Concepts

KOKUYO aims to continue taking on the challenge of creating new value that contributes to the realization of a sustainable
society for the issues—which change with the times—faced by customers and society. To achieve this, based on the
assumption of respecting diversity, we support challenges through work and place particular attention toward facilitating the
growth of the company and each employee while bringing out the creativity of each person.

Systems

Creating an Environment that Facilitates the Growth of KOKUYO and Each Employee

The personnel system which started full-scale operation in fiscal 2018 focuses on improving the capabilities of employees.
Core employees are divided into role grades based on the size of their roles and responsibilities regardless of age and
experience, while union employees are divided into skill grades based on the level of their capabilities. KOKUYO matches
and assigns the appropriate person to the appropriate position after clarifying organizations and roles according to company
strategy. We also support the reflection of absolute evaluation for compensation in balanced manner regarding the degree
of accomplishment of targets—established through dialogue between supervisors and subordinates at the company-level
about what to do for what purpose.
In our second medium-term management plan, “Enabling sustainable growth-Smart & Sustainable Transformation 2021,”
which was started in fiscal 2019, together with improving the implementation quality of our personnel system, KOKUYO will
strengthen the development of systems that facilitate the growth of the company and each employee through promoting the
assignment and appointment of the appropriate person in the appropriate position and capability development based on the
assumption of acceleration in business growth in the medium- to long-term.
In fact, there are increasingly more cases of assignments and appointments unaffected by age, such as the appointing
people in their early 30s as core employees responsible for a part of management, appointing people in their late 30s as
general managers, and appointing people in their 40s as directors.
Going forward, KOKUYO will further facilitate and polish seamlessly our initiatives so far to build the foundation for realizing
our 2030 vision planned to be disclosed in 2020.

Cycle Facilitating the Growth of KOKUYO and Each Employee

Using challenges through the work of teams and individuals, KOKUYO advances initiatives aiming at spiraling up while
solving business issues and facilitating individual growth.
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Growth Management System

To support challenges through the work of teams and individuals, KOKUYO is embarking on an initiative that seamlessly
facilitates target setting and evaluation, application (assignment and appointment), and capability development with
continued development of business leaders as its pillar.

Career Center Established to Strengthen Functions Supporting New Challenges of Each Employee

As an organization that supports new challenges by individual employees based on the will and capabilities of each
employee while solving business issues and facilitating individual growth, KOKUYO established the Career Center in 2018
and is strengthening its operations. The center allows employees to utilize a system called “career challenges” where they
declare their determination about work challenges they want to undertake or capabilities they want to improve at KOKUYO
in the medium- to long-term. At the same time, the direction in which employees grow their career or skills is made more
specific through individual career interviews with expert advisors. The center supports the undertaking of new challenges by
understanding the will of each employee through individual dialogue and facilitating the assignment and appointment of the
appropriate person to the appropriate position utilizing personnel data such as capabilities and career.

2019 Initiatives

Promotion of Capability Development

To support challenges through the work of teams and individuals, priority themes are set by matching against the working
style that the entire company is focusing on for the direction that business is aiming for and its realization. Capability
development is promoted with particular attention on behavioral changes at job sites.
●Conduct of KOKUYO Marketing University for Younger Employees
For KOKUYO to continue providing unique value to society even as the
environment and customers change, it is necessary to think about marketing skills
centered on customers in all types of works—such as sales, manufacturing, and
distribution—and not just in the areas of development and planning. KOKUYO
conducts output-driven practical programs targeting younger employees who have
entered the workforce for about three to 12 years. Immediately after learning about
strategy and marketing methods, participants apply the knowledge they have
learned in proposing new business plans for KOKUYO. Under the coaching of
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external strategy professionals, teams polish their proposals over a period of approximately half a year, eventually
recommending their proposals to the management. This initiative started in 2017, and currently, more than 70 young
employees have taken on this challenge while the format continues to evolve.

●Establishment of KOKUYO Marketing Graduate School for Mid-level Leaders
To change toward a management model that can see 10 years into the future,
KOKUYO hopes to take on the challenge of a working style that objectively
perceives the future business environment and considers strategies without being
limited by the circumstances of one’s own company. Therefore, we started a
program centered on mid-level leaders in their 30s and 40s to support them in
learning future scenario planning skills and applying them in their daily value
creation process. Under the coaching of external strategy professionals, teams
deal with themes that look 10 years into the future of KOKUYO, making
refinements over a period of approximately nine months, and eventually recommending their proposals to the management.
In fiscal 2019, the first batch of 24 participants is undertaking this challenge.

●Conduct of Business Leadership Development Program for Core Employees
KOKUYO conducts a program to improve skills—problem-solving, leadership, and
organizational management—necessary as business leaders of KOKUYO centered
on employees who were appointed as core employees after the introduction of the
current personnel system. In fiscal 2019, 24 employees participated in this
program.
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Social

Communication with Employees

Basic Concepts

To invigorate communication between employees, dissemination through various media and development of systems are
carried out at KOKUYO. In addition to the company newsletter operated through the intranet, events are also actively
undertaken at all offices.

Systems

Employee Satisfaction Survey

To provide ideal working conditions, the KOKUYO Group conducts the Employee Survey which integrates three surveys:
employee satisfaction (ES) survey, compliance survey, and stress check.
Based on the results of this survey, KOKUYO encourages the independent resolution of various individual issues such as
by interviewing superiors and subordinates, and conducting workshops.

2019 Initiatives

Conducting Second Medium-term Management Plan Town Hall Meeting

From March 2019, KOKUYO started conducting town hall meetings to talk about
“Doubling the speed of operations through variety” that is a focus area under the
second medium-term management plan. “Doubling the speed of operations through
variety” is an activity that seeks to improve work and achieve efficiency by having
each and every employee think on their own and undertake new challenges with a
sense of speed. At town hall meetings, the president and executive vice presidents
visit workplaces to exchange opinions directly with employees.
Meetings were held 61 times at offices nationwide in Japan, with a total of 1,350
participants.
At each workplace, opinions were actively exchanged about the schemes necessary for penetrating the approach of
“Doubling the speed of operations through variety” and enlivening its activities as well as the current state of issues.
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"Shunjukai" Retirement Ceremony for Employees Approaching Mandatory Retirement

This retirement ceremony is to celebrate the retirement of employees of the
KOKUYO Group who are approaching mandatory retirement, in appreciation of
their many years of hard work. The ceremony is held twice a year, once each in the
first and second halves of the fiscal year. In FY2019, 31 and 33 employees were
included in the first- and second-half ceremonies, respectively. During the
ceremony, the attendees revealed their recollections about life at KOKUYO and the
messages they wished to convey to younger generations of employees. Chairman
Kuroda presented each retiring employee with a list of commemorative gifts, and at
the same time expressed appreciation for their many years of effort and contribution.

2019 KOKUYO Memorial Service for Deceased Employees

On August 20, 2019, the 2019 KOKUYO Memorial Service for Deceased
Employees was held at Tentokuin temple on Mt. Koyasan. This memorial service
enshrines the spirits of deceased ones from the past year with a show of
appreciation to predecessors who contributed to the development of the KOKUYO
Group. When the Group marked its 70th anniversary in 1974, a memorial
monument for the deceased employees was built on Mt. Koyasan at the suggestion
of the late Shonosuke Kuroda, honorary chairman, and the ceremony has been
held every year since then. This fiscal year, 28 people were enshrined, bringing the
total number of enshrined people since 1974 to 659.

Employees of KOKUYO Furniture (China) Co., Ltd. Visited Shibayama Plant, Shinagawa
Showroom, and SST Office

On March 7, 2019, 150 employees of KOKUYO Furniture (China) Co., Ltd.—which
has locations in places like Shanghai, Beijing, and Shenzhen—visited Japan. At
Shibayama Plant, the first place of visit, the employees received a briefing about
the production process and shared the stance regarding craftsmanship. At the
same time, their confidence in KOKUYO products were heightened. Next, at
Shinagawa Showroom, they saw and touched furniture to experience the attention
that KOKUYO incorporates into products. At Shinagawa Season Terrace (SST), they saw an advanced office environment.
In addition, at the New Year’s party held that same day, participants deepened their interactions, and at the same time,
showed appreciation for the daily hard work of KOKUYO Furniture (China)’s employees and gave them encouragement,
renewing their beliefs as members of the KOKUYO Group.
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Social

Employees’ Safety

Basic Concepts

KOKUYO believes that creation of a safe, secure and pleasant working environment, safety measures in times of disaster
and other measures are the foundations for employees to work vigorously and demonstrate their full abilities. Therefore, the
KOKUYO Group Central Safety Health Committee—which has the function of overseeing safety and health within the
KOKUYO Group—takes the lead to link the health and safety committees of our offices to establish mechanisms and
systems while actively exchanging opinions with our employees.

KOKUYO Group Occupational Safety and Health Basic Policy

[Basic policy]
The KOKUYO Group promotes safety-related activities because it regards the health and safety of each employee's mind
and body as the foundation of its business.
[Code of conduct]
1. Comply with all relevant laws and regulations, including those related to the Industrial Safety and Health Law, as well as
internal guidelines and standards.
2. Encourage continuous and autonomous workplace improvement, and strive to prevent occupational accidents and health
problems.
3. To ensure the safety and health of everyone involved in the Group's business, promote the creation of a transparent
culture in which everyone participates.

Systems

KOKUYO Group Construction and Factory Safety and Health Conference

As people all over Japan are thinking about the importance of safety during the National Safety Week* (the first week of
July), the KOKUYO Group also thinks about safety at all of its locations throughout Japan and holds our Safety and Health
Conference with the goal of raising awareness.
●[Construction] KOKUYO Group Construction Safety and Health Conference
With a belief that the safety and health of its employees and partners constitute the
foundation that supports company growth, at seven locations across Japan, the
KOKUYO Construction Safety and Health Promotion Committee expressed
appreciation for the proper work of approximately 800 employees and partners
involved in the work sites of the spatial construction business across Japan. At the
same time, safety was again discussed, and initiatives reconfirmed.
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●[Factories] Safety Conferences and Safety Patrols at KOKUYO Group Factories in Japan
Safety conferences and safety patrols were held at five factories in seven locations
in Japan. At the safety conferences, as part of the initiatives to create transparent
workplaces, a letter of appreciation was presented to employees recommended by
executives at various workplaces, and an explanation was given on aspects such
as occupational accident data and the policy for safety initiatives.
In order to pass our safety-protecting culture onto future generations, we will
continue to provide opportunities on a site-by-site basis within the entire KOKUYO
Group to pause every year and think about safety.

●[Development] Manufacturing Safety Convention and Safety Patrol
A safety convention and safety patrol were conducted at KOKUYO's head office
with participation of employees of workshops, which conducts aspects such as
development and quality inspection for KOKUYO products, and KOKUYO K Heart,
which undertakes operations such as printing and processing. Since employees of
development sites handle machinery tools and many chemical substances, we hold
the safety convention and safety patrol as events to thoroughly disseminate and
reaffirm prevention of occupational accidents with employees anew.
* National Safety Week aims to promote voluntary health and safety activities in the industries, to enhance public awareness concerning
occupational safety and to ensure the firm implementation of safety activities advocated by the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare and Japan
Industrial Safety and Health Association.

2019 Initiatives

Initiatives during National Safety Week

● First Safety Conference Held at KOKUYO Supply Logistics Chubu IDC
As a new initiative of KOKUYO Supply Logistics, a safety conference was held
since FY2019 bringing under one roof center managers from all seven locations to
discuss about safety. The importance of putting things in order (seiri seiton or 2S)
and creating a workplace with an open culture in preventing labor accidents was
recognized. All employees determined to aim toward creating workplaces which are
even safer and easier to work in.

Briefing about equipment

● Holding Movement to Eliminate the Use of Smartphones While Walking and Working
Within the KOKUYO Group, during the National Safety Week that takes place in
July each year, safety conferences are held at interior and construction
departments, factories, and other locations, and movements are conducted to
return to the fundamentals of safety once each year. This year, as a theme that is
familiar even to employees working in offices for which safety awareness is
something difficult to grasp, a summer movement to eliminate the use of
smartphones while walking and working was conducted. Employees were made
aware about the dangers of using of smartphones while walking and working so as
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to prevent accidents and problems as well as improve the safety awareness of
employees.

● Holding 8th KOKUYO Logitem Safety Conference in Tokyo, Nagoya, and Osaka
The 8th Safety Conference was held at various venues in Tokyo, Nagoya, and
Osaka over three days: June 17, 19, and 24. A total of 270 participated in the
conference, including partner companies, KOKUYO Group employees, and
KOKUYO Logitem employees.
This year, the theme was “Knowing the Awareness Level of People and Thinking
about Effective Methods of Communication” and lectures on “5S and Human
Errors” were conducted. Participants learned about topics such as the purpose and
necessity of 5S and education, and the characteristics of human errors. They
further deepened their understanding during the group practical sessions after the
lectures by discussing about human errors that occur during work. Awareness gained through the conference is helpful
toward further invigorating safety activities at the respective workplaces.

Conducting KOKUYO Group Safety Staff Get-together 2019

On October 24, the fourth get-together gathering safety staff of KOKUYO Group
factories under one roof was held at KOKUYO Mie Plant. To expand the safety and
health circle within the Group that transcends industry types, participants included
not only parties from factories, but also those responsible for safety in the
construction and distribution industries. Discussions, presentations, and such were
conducted based on observations within the factory. This time, discussions were
carried out based on the theme of safety education. Details of safety education
conducted by each location and business were presented, and everyone delved
Businesses and factories presenting
into discussions around those details.
details about their respective education
Believing that the health and safety of its employees are the foundation of company
growth, the KOKUYO Group will continue to strive to maintain the safety and health of Group employees and create a work
environment and culture that enable employees to work vigorously and demonstrate their full abilities through such
activities.

KOKUYO Logitem’s Ina Distribution Center (Ina City, Nagano Prefecture) Achieves 10,000
Continuous Days without Any Accidents

On August 1, 2019, the Ina Distribution Center located in the southern part of
Nagano Prefecture achieved 10,000 continuous days without any accidents. An
award ceremony was held on August 26, welcoming many attendees from partner
companies in addition to relevant parties within KOKUYO.
This center shows a top level of work safety even among KOKUYO Logitem’s
distribution centers, maintaining a record of continuous days without accidents.
Since opening on October 1, 1983, for approximately 36 years, the center has
continued to renew its record even today by repeatedly being thorough in the basic
tasks of 3S (seiri, seiton, seiso, or putting things in order and cleaning up), sharing
information between employees, calling out to each other, and other means.
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Employees’ Health

Basic Concepts

The KOKUYO Group is promoting safe, secure, and pleasant working environments while encouraging active exchange of
opinions with the field site as they are vital to smooth business operations.

KOKUYO Health and Productivity Management Declaration

KOKUYO believes that to secure sustainable corporate growth, it is important to have environments and systems which
allow employees to apply themselves safely and healthily in mind and body. Therefore, we undertake initiatives to maintain
and promote the health of our employees.
We promote health and productivity management together with employees, labor unions, and health insurance associations
to create products and services that apply the creativity of each and every employee who are healthy in mind and body.
This is so as to contribute toward society’s vigor as well as healthy work and study, and meet the expectations of our
stakeholders through.

Systems

Major Initiatives

・Aim to continuously improve the working environments of employees so as to achieve workplaces where employees can
work safely and healthily in both mind and body.
・Strive to maintain the health of employees and prevent aggravation of illnesses by following up on health checks and their
results as well as establishing health examination options for preventing illness.
・Strive to improve employee mental health and engagement by using the analysis results from stress checks and employee
surveys to invigorate the organization.
・Implement information dissemination and education of health promotion so that employees will think about and undertake
health promotion on their own initiative.
・Practice diverse work styles, and at the same time, implement initiatives such as promotion of telecommuting; reduction of
overtime hours; encouraging the taking of paid leave; support for child raising and nursing care; and striking a balance
between work and family.

Health Promotion Management System

To promote health and productivity management, KOKUYO has in place a health promotion management system for the
entire Group based on the KOKUYO Group Occupational Safety and Health Basic Policy by the KOKUYO Group Central
Safety Health Committee. Health enhancement managers and staff are appointed in each Group company, and initiatives to
improve health within the entire Group are undertaken as one by human resource departments, labor unions, health
insurance associations, and health management staff.
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* Specific data regarding health promotion is posted here

2019 Initiatives

Recognition as a 2020 Certified Health & Productivity Management Outstanding Organization (White
500) in the Large Enterprise Category

KOKUYO Co., Ltd. and Kaunet Co., Ltd. were among the organizations recognized
under Large Enterprise Category of the 2020 Certified Health & Productivity
Management Outstanding Organization Recognition Program (White 500), selected
jointly by the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry and the Nippon Kenko Kaigi.
This is the second consecutive year being recognized as a White 500 organization,
and the third time receiving this recognition.
In addition, our Group company KOKUYO Marketing Co., Ltd. was also recognized as a 2020 Certified Health &
Productivity Management Outstanding Organization in the Large Enterprise Category.
The Certified Health & Productivity Management Outstanding Organization Recognition Program honors outstanding
enterprises, such as large enterprises and small and medium-sized enterprises, engaging in health and productivity
management based on their efforts made in line with the health-related issues in local communities and health promotion
activities promoted by the Nippon Kenko Kaigi. From 2020, the format of the program has changed. The top 500 enterprises
which meet the criteria for the Large Enterprise Category of the Certified Health & Productivity Management Outstanding
Organization Recognition Program will be recognized as White 500 organizations, while remaining enterprises that meet the
criteria falling outside the top 500 will be recognized as Certified Health & Productivity Management Outstanding
Organizations.
* The Nippon Kenko Kaigi is an organization that takes practical community- and workplace-based actions, under collaboration among private
organizations and with full administrative support, to extend healthy lifespans and to provide appropriate medical care, targeting individual
persons in Japan, a country facing a dramatically advancing aging society with fewer children. The organization aims to encourage workplaces
and communities to undertake specific measures to overcome health-related challenges under collaboration among private organizations, such
as economic associations, medical-care associations and insurers, and municipalities.
Note that the term “health and productivity management” is a registered trademark of the Workshop for the Management of Health on Company
and Employee.

KOKUYO Group Health Targets and 2019 Results

The KOKUYO Group has been promoting health activities by collaborating with the in-house Health Insurance Association
and Health Management Office in setting specific health goals from 2013 in order to prevent lifestyle-related diseases.
We have carried out a walking campaign to encourage the habit of enjoyable exercise in which employees record daily the
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number of steps taken and their weight, and have also held healthy eating seminars in collaboration with public health
centers. Moreover, as cancer prevention measures, we installed mammography systems so that examinations can be
performed during regular in-house health check-ups, to promote having medical examinations for breast cancer and
colorectal cancer. Furthermore, we have actively enhanced health check options. For example, we now allow employees to
undergo complete medical check-ups if desired, and have created opportunities for employees to benefit from medical
examinations and increase their health awareness.
Examples of Health Indices (from specific issues)
2018

2019

2020 targets

Percentage of employees with a BMI over 25

25%

24%

22%

Percentage of employees who smoke (from
Q&A data)

32%

31%

29%

Percentage of cancer medical examinations
(colorectal cancer)

40%

70%

80%

Percentage of cancer medical examinations
(gynecological examination)

20%

20%

25%

Scope: KOKUYO Co., Ltd.; Kaunet Co., Ltd.; KOKUYO Marketing Co., Ltd.; KOKUYO Logitem Co., Ltd; KOKUYO Supply
Logistics Co., Ltd.

KOKUYO's Health Activities!

Organizing “Online Walking Competition—Health Challenge Log”
This is a campaign where employees self-report the number of steps they have taken daily, and those who achieved their
goals receive seasonal fruits. It seeks to trigger employees to aim toward building healthy bodies.

Participants

2018

2019

2020 targets

1,177 persons

1,283 persons

1,500 persons

Employees Staying Healthy with Health Examinations as the Starting Point
For FY2019, KOKUYO again explained the advantages of undergoing health examinations annually without fail, and
requested employees to actively undergo them. Health examinations are fixed point observations, and the subsequent
follow up measures are important. To prevent illnesses from becoming more severe through early response and follow up
by health management staff, employees, KOKUYO, the Health Management Office, and health insurance associations work
together as one to actively work on keeping employees health in both mind and body.
Conducting Awareness-raising Activities Together with World No Tobacco Day and No Smoking Week
Comparing the percentage of smokers in the KOKUYO Group against the Japan Smoking Rate Survey conducted by Japan
Tobacco Inc. (JT), the number of male smokers is significantly higher than the national average. Together with the World No
Tobacco Day on May 31 designated by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the No Smoking Week from May 31 to
June 6 designated by Japan’s Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare, KOKUYO also prohibited smoking during this period
and conducted activities to proliferate and raise awareness about preventing passive smoking. Information is disseminated
to smokers about the health impact from passive smoking for them to review their smoking habits. At the same time, we
promote mutual understanding between smokers and non-smokers so as to create comfortable workplaces, including
prevention of passive smoking by non-smokers, proper handling of cigarette butts and such, and being considerate about
things like the smell of cigarettes on clothes.
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Conducting Physical Fitness Test “Let’s Make a BODY! For 2020 Program”
As part of the initiatives toward health and productivity management, KOKUYO
conducted physical fitness tests at Tokyo and Osaka. KOKUYO’s unique physical
fitness test “Let’s Make a BODY! For 2020 Program” incorporates the “ASICS
HEALTH CARE CHECK” developed by ASICS Corporation, and was rolled out due
to the Olympic Games Tokyo 2020. On the day of the event, more than 100
participants from various age groups took the test.
Going forward, KOKUYO plans to implement a variety of measures beyond health
examinations and various vaccinations to enhance the health of employees.

Mental health initiatives

Since 2016, we have been conducting stress checks based on laws and regulations together with surveys on compliance
as our Employee Survey.
In order to establish a system where each employee can receive self-care without hesitating, we are making an
environment where we can support prevention at an early stage by introducing the EAP (Employee Assistance Program)
operated by an external institution to make the employees notice the burdens that they feel.
In addition, based on the results of the survey, we implement initiatives such as workplace improvement activities (creating
open corporate culture) as mental health responses. Using organization analysis results from the survey, we categorize
organizations into three stages: Red, Yellow, and Green. We aim to reduce Red organizations by contributing toward the
invigoration of communication through workplace improvement activities such as holding discussions at the workplace and
workshops with Red organizations as departments prioritized for initiatives.

Percentage of Red organizations

2018

2019

2020 targets

14.4%

11.9%

10%
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With Business Partners

Basic Concepts

The KOKUYO Group creates new value with our business partners to pursue customer satisfaction. In addition, we
formulated the KOKUYO Group Procurement Policy to build relationships of trust with business partners and grow mutually.
Furthermore, based on this KOKUYO Group Procurement Policy, we prepared the KOKUYO Group Procurement
Guidelines as matters that we hope to achieve together with our suppliers.

Systems

KOKUYO Group Procurement Policy and Guidelines

As corporate activities are becoming more globalized, KOKUYO Group is well aware that managing its own company and
subsidiary companies is insufficient for fulfilling the scope of social responsibility.
In 2013, KOKUYO therefore invited 32 principal subcontractors to give an account of the procurement policy and
implemented a self-examination questionnaire for feedback to the subcontractors. In 2014, we sent the basic procurement
policy and guidelines to nearly 400 suppliers. We will strive to further build relationships of trust through these activities.

KOKUYO Group's Procurement Policy
The KOKUYO Group shares its Corporate philosophy of "Enrich the world though our products" with its suppliers
and, while working to create relationships of mutual understanding and confidence as well as fulfilling its social
responsibility, continues to contribute to social development.
Pursuit of Quality and Safety
The Group strives to maintain its position as the first choice of its customers, while responding to the special
needs of various countries and regions as well as pursuing the highest standards of quality and safety.
Mutual Development
The Group respects and observes the regulations as well as social norms of various countries and regions,
while also conducting fair and transparent transactions, as it works to structure sincere relationships of mutual
trust and achieve mutual development.
Respect for Human Rights
The Group understands the culture and business customs of various countries and regions in the aim of
creating a society where the rights of all people are respected.
Environmental Protection and Symbiosis with Local Community
The Group takes environmental protection initiatives on a global scale and, by actively participating in the life
of the community and acting as a good corporate citizen, seeks to create mutually beneficial relationships with
society.
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KOKUYO Group Procurement Guidelines
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2019 Initiatives

ACW Initiatives

Action to Change Workstyle (ACW) was launched in July 2017. After the second
year, the ACW Awards was held to commend members with outstanding activities.
Currently, there are 3,400 ACW members, and the total number of workers who
have utilized the working environment diagnostic tool exceeds 30,000. Proposing
solutions to customers based on these diagnostic results is also spreading among
members. Accumulated knowledge and expertise are used to refine the proposal
tools and support for activities aimed at the sustainable growth of both KOKUYO
and retailers as well as contribute toward workstyle reforms of our customers.

Subcontractor Meetings Held by KOKUYO's Furniture Business Division

KOKUYO's Furniture Business Division holds subcontractor meetings with the
executives of major subcontractors twice a year.
In 2019, the meetings were held in May and December. At the May meeting,
together with a tour of KOKUYO’s Shibayama Plant , participants reflected upon
the high demand season and explained their forecast for future sales trends. At the
December meeting, participants reflected upon the current financial period, and
also explained their policies for the next high demand season and market trends.
In addition, KOKUYO expressed its gratitude by formally recognizing
subcontractors that took excellent initiatives. Their initiatives were also presented,
enabling us to learn from one another to support our coexistence and co-prosperity,
and cooperate to improve the entire furniture business. In November, a study
meeting was held targeting mid-level employees in the design and development
departments of subcontractors, to share KOKUYO's approach to market trend
analysis and design concepts in our monozukuri.

Ceremony to formally recognize superior
subcontractors

Tour of Shibayama Plant

Stationery Business Conducted an Audit of Subcontractors

The Stationery business has been conducting an audit of subcontractors for the purpose of securing reliability of
environmental indicators in product catalogs. In FY2019, rules for conducting factory audits were reviewed. Based on the
new rules, in 2019, site audits were conducted at factories of 13 companies.
We visit our subcontractors to check for compliance with standards concerning environment-friendliness established by the
Green Purchasing Law, etc. The audit follows the audit procedure established by KOKUYO to confirm whether the ratios of
used paper and reprocessed resin conform to the standards, whether specified materials that meet the standards aroused
in the production process, and whether there are any issues in the legitimacy of materials. In addition, we work with the
subcontractors to consider challenges to properly guarantee compliance with environment-conscious standards in the audit.
By exchanging information on examples of cases where reliability with regards to production control was improved, we will
strive to ensure the reliability of environmental indicators in the future.
In order to enhance the values that we offer to our customers, we will aim to achieve mutual development based on long-term
relationships of trust by sharing our strategies and policies with both our manufacturing and logistics service suppliers periodically.
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The 10th KOKUYO Logitem Held Driver Competition

On August 31, the 10th Driver Competition was held at KOKUYO Headquarters,
bringing together partner companies in charge of delivery, assembly, and
installation at KOKUYO Logitem locations all over Japan. The competition had 356
participants from 78 companies, who went through regional preliminaries followed
by block preliminaries for East and West Japan. Three teams—the two teams
which won their respective block preliminaries and another specially recommended
team—took part in the finals. Based on the concept of “impressing deliveries”
sought by KOKUYO Logitem, the competition venue was all heated up as strict
assessment was conducted on aspects such as product knowledge and delivery, product assembly, and speed of work.
Going forward, we will continue to aim for further improvement of our technologies, safety, and attitude toward service.
* The Driver Competition is a delivery contest by drivers and workers of partner companies aimed at further improving customer satisfaction
during subcontracted deliveries of KOKUYO’s products.

KOKUYO Supply Logistics (KSL) held the National Partner Conference in FY2019

On March 5, KOKUYO Supply Logistics (KSL) held the first National Partner
Conference.
This time, the participants were 81 employees from 41 partner companies. They
are in charge of work within the premises of seven locations in Japan operated by
KSL as well as transportation and delivery. Amid the drastically changing
environment surrounding logistics, this conference was conducted based on the
thinking of strengthening anew trust and unity with partner companies so as to
coexist and prosper together.
KSL’s President Jun Takahashi explaining
On the day of the conference, we introduced KSL’s initiatives and our thoughts
the medium-term management plan as
about partner companies after taking stock of the current situations, such as the
well as the direction going forward
emerging problem of long working hours in the logistics industry including truck
drivers, and the normalization of changes in the natural environments as presented by the frequent earthquakes and
typhoons that happened last year. A variety of opinions and feedback were received.
Going forward, to continue to properly link more suppliers with customers, KSL will cooperate to heighten our ground
capabilities, and promote sophisticated logistics strategies that go beyond the perspective of logistics.
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Providing Peace of Mind and Safety to Customers
KOKUYO always develops new products and services from the perspectives of customers, and without being satisfied with
the present conditions, we continue to improve the safety and quality of our entire product line and services.

Basic Concepts

KOKUYO always develops new products and services from the perspectives of customers, and without being satisfied with
the present conditions, we continue to improve the safety and quality of our entire product line and services.

Systems

Attainment of ISO 9001 (Quality Management System) Certification by All Companies
In April 2019, the external audit by Japan Quality Assurance Organization (JQA) was
completed and all companies successfully achieved ISO 9001 certification in June.
Recently, there are various occurrences of cases where companies have lost customer
trust due to misconduct. KOKUYO does not see this as someone else’s problem, and
takes it as a major risk. Therefore, KOKUYO aimed to achieve ISO 9001 certification for all
companies. The attainment of ISO 9001 certification is not the goal; it is to build a
standardized craftsmanship quality management system (QMS) as KOKUYO, reduce
quality risks, achieve sustained growth, and deliver product value to customers. KOKUYO is always striving to level up and
continue with even better craftsmanship.

KOKUYO Co., Ltd. Quality Policy
KOKUYO will continue to meet the trust of our customers and pursue their satisfaction through providing
products and services that enrich work, learning, and living.
1. We shall strive to develop products that exceed our customers’ expectations in all aspects.
2. We shall strive to provide safe products which can be used with peace of mind, and pursue even better
quality.
3. We shall comply with the relevant laws and regulations, and fulfill our social roles and responsibilities.
4. We shall sincerely accept feedback from our customers, and undertake product development and
improvement.
5. We shall adapt to changes in the environment, and undertake continuous improvements to our management
systems.
Hidekuni Kuroda, President,
KOKUYO Co., Ltd.
January 1, 2019

* However, only the KOKUYO brand articles for the stationery business and Kaunet brand articles for Kaunet Co., Ltd. are covered.
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Quality Assurance at KOKUYO Stationery

In order to deliver quality that our customers can trust, we have taken steps to systematically build, operate and improve our
systems for quality assurance.

1) Deepening the Quality Assurance System
KOKUYO has re-examined design review and safety review, which are important
processes for quality, and production trial observation as well as guidelines for chemical
management to work out the details of the contents to reflect the times. Those efforts have
been utilized for the education of young and new employees and promoted for use as a
bible for employees involved in quality control, aiming to deepen the quality assurance
system.
In addition, by introducing product risk evaluation methods and implementing risk
countermeasures, we strive to enable our customers to use our products with confidence.

Introduction of robots in quality
testing

2) Establishment of the inspection system on a global basis
KOKUYO has established an inspection skill evaluation method with global standards, which evaluates the skill level of
inspectors around the world and sets up a system for education and guidance with the aim of maintaining a certain level of
inspection skills. In addition, we provide necessary paraphernalia and manuals for inspections globally to maintain the level
of inspections at a certain level, thereby increasing the accuracy of discovering faulty products during inspections to prevent
the outflow of faulty products.
3) Increasing the speed and accuracy of handling complaints
In addition to safety, people around the world are seeking a sense of reassurance and now anybody can receive and
transmit large amounts of information at any time. As we consider it to be essential to further increase the accuracy and
speed of handling customer complaints in the future, we have embarked on visualizing and standardizing the processes,
information for making decisions, and evaluation criteria of the course of actions that corporations should take when product
risk occurs. This will ensure the unification of decision-making process procedures within the organization and minimize the
variation of determination, as well as speed up the process.
4) Enhancement of value evaluation testing in addition to quality verification testing
While we thoroughly implement quality verification testing at the time of the renewal of existing products and development
of new products, we make continuous efforts to maintain and improve testing quality by introducing robots. Additionally, to
respond to the various needs of users, we have been working to conventionally confirm quality to see whether products are
sturdy and offered at a low price and to quantify the quality to ensure that valuable and attractive products are offered to
customers.
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Quality Assurance at KOKUYO Furniture

KOKUYO’s furniture business acquired ISO 9001 Quality Management System certification in 1997. Based on this, we are
developing and thoroughly implementing process procedures covering product planning, design, production, and
installation.
Moreover, departments related to production, delivery and installation take actions for improvement each day, and the
opinions and requests from customers are used to improve overall quality.
1) Setting high in-house standards
In the process of developing new products, we conduct multi-faceted evaluations to ensure ease of use and safety. In the
production phase, we ensure compliance with the Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS) and other industry standards, as well
as our even more demanding in-house standards.
2) Responding when failures occur
Should a product fail while being used by a customer, that information is shared among all related departments to provide a
fast response. In this process, we identify the cause of the problem and incorporate corrective measures into the product
and its manufacturing process in order to prevent recurrences of similar failures.
If a serious accident occurs, the Compliance Committee determines the policy to be followed, reports the issue to the
relevant government authorities, and notifies the public through newspapers and websites to limit the extent of any damage.
3) Notifications regarding product safety and quality
KOKUYO Furniture uses its corporate website as a medium for making notifications
regarding product safety and quality. The most-appropriate one of the following four
sections of the website is selected, depending on the nature of the notifications.

KOKUYO corporate site
“Notifications Regarding Product
Safety and Quality”

Kaunet’s Quality Assurance

Kaunet handles an array of products from stationery, office supplies such as copy paper to beverages, food, electric
appliances, gifts, medical-related products, store operation products, made-to-order products including business cards and
stamps, and office furniture from around 1,000 manufacturers. As a distributor, Kaunet has been making efforts to work
together in the value chain and improve not only the quality of the line of goods but also the customer service at call centers
and delivery to offer a sense of security and safety to customers.
1) Same-day, next-day delivery services (except for certain products and services)
Except in Okinawa Prefecture, remote islands and some hilly and mountainous areas,
Kaunet delivers orders the next day if orders are placed before 6 p.m.
Same-day delivery areas may receive the order on the same day if an order is placed
before 11 a.m.
2) Promotion of simple packaging
Our efforts on simple packaging
For deliveries of products in paperboard boxes, which is the most common packaging,
Kaunet exercises its ingenuity in using as little cushioning materials as possible for protecting products. For imperious
products in a lower volume, the orders are delivered using simple packaging, such as paper bags or polyethylene bags to
conserve resources.
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3) Services for selecting packaging of delivery (for online orders only)
While customers highly appreciate delivery using simple packaging, Kaunet also responds to the request for delivery using
boxes to accommodate occasions when sending orders to business partners or as a gift. When placing an order, customers
can select the packaging each time.
4) Furniture delivery with assembly services
Delivery staff specializing in furniture offer delivery, unpacking, assembling, and installation to packing material collection for
the delivery of large furniture, heavy furniture, and those requiring complicated assembly.

Office Activities in Response to Disasters

1) Developing a menu of countermeasures against earthquakes for offices
Since the Great Hanshin Earthquake, we have carried out verification of earthquake countermeasures
for offices. However, we recognized that there were still issues of office safety and security as we
supported the restoration of our customers' offices after the Great East Japan Earthquake. There was
also a sudden increase in consultations about earthquake countermeasures after the earthquake, and
we even received many inquiries and requests that we were unable to answer with the vibration
verification experiments we had performed.
With these experiences and consultations in mind, we carried out a wide range of verification
experiments so that we could suggest further earthquake countermeasures. Based on the large amount of data obtained
from these experiments, we determined the relationship between seismic waves and earthquake preparedness rationally to
devise objective evaluation criteria for earthquake resistant furniture. We thus propose a menu of earthquake
countermeasures for offices, catering to the level and cost of countermeasures that our customers desire.
* Related information: Menu of Countermeasures Against Earthquakes for Office

2) Developing a menu for introducing and utilizing emergency supplies best-suited to offices
KOKUYO is operating a disaster solution business to provide emergency supplies essential in the
process of building an organization's BCP, as well as the expertise necessary for introducing and
operating them. Using primarily the SONAeL, a guidebook on emergency supplies, and the PARTS-FIT,
a disaster countermeasure series for both normal states and during emergencies, we are assisting our
customers in simultaneously achieving a comfortable working environment and emergency
preparedness.

PARTS-FIT

elecabi
Emergency supplies cabinet for
elevators
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2019 Initiatives

KOKUYO Supply Logistics Held 9th KSL Improvement Case Contest

On October 19, the 9th KSL Improvement Case Contest was held at the head
office building in Osaka. There was a total of 78 participants; in addition to
members from KOKUYO Supply Logistics (KSL) and participants from partner
companies, there were participants from relevant departments of other KOKUYO
Group companies. The various centers and partner companies reported nine
improvement cases, of which seven were given awards including the award for the
most excellent case. By sharing the details of the participants’ daily activities
through this contest, business linkages‘ssential for improving workplaces∥re being
further strengthened.

KOKUYO Logitem Participates in White Logistics Movement of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism

KOKUYO Logitem has decided to participate in the White Logistics Movement
being promoted by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism since
April 2019. The White Logistics Movement is a movement that aims to ensure
stable logistics and at the same time contribute toward economic growth in
response to the worsening shortage of truck drivers.
Although there are many matters to be pursued, such as improving issues in the
logistics industry and society, increasing awareness within the company, and
invigorating organizations, KOKUYO thinks there is meaning in making an external
declaration. KOKUYO strives to work even harder than before toward realizing “touching deliveries” while thinking about
issues amid links to society as a whole and treating each and every initiative with importance.
* Related information: * Related information: KOKUYO Logitem Declaration of White Logistics Voluntary Actions
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Dialogue with our Customers

Basic Concepts

We are thorough in handling customer inquiries with sincerity and care. In addition, we take feedback as valuable opinions
for improving KOKUYO's products and services, and make effort to share them across the entire company.
A System for Utilizing Feedback from Customers

At KOKUYO’s Customer Support Center, a system has been built to use customer feedback in business activities and
reflect such feedback in the improvement of products and services. Through the internal website VoiceClip, words of
appreciation and complaints as well as expectations from customers are picked up and disclosed to all Group employees.
Updates are carried out weekly. In the VoiceDB database, information about inquiries and such received daily are disclosed
after removing personal information for use as hints during the project development of products and services.

Revamp of “VoiceClip” System That Shares Customer Feedback Company-wide

KOKUYO has revamped VoiceClip, the system which discloses within the company customer feedback received on a dayto-day basis by the Customer Support Center through a portal site. In addition to existing contents such as words of
appreciation and complaints, feedback on various products is consolidated into reports. Furthermore, customer feedback
picked up from social media and product reviews has also been made into contents. Besides aiming to apply such feedback
in sales and project development, this revamp seeks to strengthen Group employees’ knowledge about KOKUYO products.
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KOKUYO EXPO Held “KOKUYO LAND: Amusement Park for Going on a Trip”

KOKUYO EXPO, an expo that allows never-seen-before KOKUYO products to be
enjoyed—was held at Tokyo’s Marunouchi for three days from March 30 to April 1,
2019. This is the seventh time the event is being held, and its theme this year was
“KOKUYO LAND.” By arranging the sense of excitement found in stationery in the
form of an amusement park, the event delivers enjoyable stationery experiences to
family and friends.
The event was alive with many visitors. In addition to the sale of original products
limited to KOKUYO EXPO, such as the Lake Biwa stationery by KOKUYO Product
Shiga—the main plant for Campus Note notebooks—and the original stationery section by Tottori Prefecture’s file plant
KOKUYO MVP, there were other enjoyable programs, including art works and workshops using stationery.

KOKUYO MESSE 2019

From August 22 to 30, KOKUYO MESSE was held at the salon on the first floor of
the Shinagawa office for store buyers and wholesalers. The theme this year was
“Retailtainment” (a combination of “retail” and “entertainment”). The event aimed to
make KOKUYO products and proposals an essential part of creating even more
attractive storefronts through exhibitions providing joy to shopping itself.
The Stationery Business Division is undertaking the challenge of creating products
that resolve the troubles (issues) faced by customers due changes in the market.
At KOKUYO MESSE, explanations on product functions and how to resolve issues
are conducted to update the methods for communicating such product value. The event was well received, with feedback
such as “It gave hints on presentation methods at sales areas and how to sell” and “It was refreshingly new as there were
many new products that not only have functional value but also appealed to the senses.”

“9th General Seminar of Reception Desk” Held for Local Governments

On July 12, Furniture TCM’s Government Office Sales Department held the
“General Seminar of Reception Desk.” This seminar aims to uncover the hidden
demand in reception desk improvement and work style reform at office buildings of
local governments as well as strengthen collaboration with companies from other
industries with strengths in sales to local governments. The event was organized
by Jichinippo-sha Co., Ltd. and supported by companies from different industries
including KOKUYO.
In recent years, in the local government market, customer needs are gradually
expanding toward work style reform of government employees. Therefore, this time, through the mini seminar and exhibition
booth, KOKUYO appealed to the need for enhancing both aspects of workplaces and work styles—the systems and
processes—in work style reform of employees. Going forward, KOKUYO will further strengthen ties with other supporting
companies, and at the same time, work as one united group and aim to become the number one partner company of local
governments.
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Held 2019 KOKUYO-HAKU Shanghai

From July 12 to 14, 2019, “2019 KOKUYO-HAKU Shanghai” was held at Shanghai
in China. In contrast to the theme last year which sought to allow more people to
know about KOKUYO and our products, the main targets this time were female
junior high and high school students. Under the theme “Welcome to the dessert
house created by KOKUYO!”, various products were prepared, including limited
edition products related to desserts and collaboration products. Customers were
shown hospitality with special focus on face-to-face sales.
As a result, approximately 8,810 queue tickets were handed out to limit access to
the venue, and the event concluded with a bigger success than last year. Next time, the event will be developed into an
event that only KOKUYO can organize.
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Basic Concepts

KOKUYO strives to be a trusted corporate citizen on both regional and national levels via proactive interaction and planning
with regional communities, while respecting regional culture and customs and encouraging their advancement.

2019 Initiatives

KOKUYO DESIGN AWARD 2020 Held with “♡” as the Theme

The KOKUYO DESIGN AWARD is a competition that calls for product designs that
will create new value in working, learning, and living environments, with the aim of
launching them as commercial products. Ever since its founding in 2002, the
KOKUYO DESIGN AWARD has been seeking designs that create new value for
KOKUYO and society as a whole.
This was the 17th iteration of the award, and “♡” is the theme. The interpretation of
“♡” was intentionally left unspecified with the priority on encouraging entrants to
unleash their creativity and inspiration, leaving it up to the contestants to translate
The Grand Prix: “Somewhere, Sometime,”
and understand it in their own way. By doing so, we hoped to receive amazing
the pencil with a past.
works possessing charm and power that would move people's hearts on an
intuitive level.
The Grand Prix selected from a total of 1,377 designs received from 55 countries all around the world (771 from Japan, 606
from abroad) is “Somewhere, Sometime,” the pencil with a past. Through proposing a pencil that uses building materials
from demolished buildings such as schools and stores as well as scrap wood from furniture, it creates a story that draws out
the imagination of users and poses a question to our consumer society. Its concept that the quality of an object—such as its
feel and the way it writes that comes from its utilization of used materials—increases the value of recycling was highly rated.
Many of the works, including the Grand Prix work, selected as finalists were proposals that seriously faced the social
background of “Why was this created?” even more than previous years. The results gave a sense of the times.
KOKUYO DESIGN AWARD home page >

Providing the Tokyo Organising Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games with Field Cast
Notebooks for 80,000 Tokyo 2020 Volunteers

As an Official Supporter (Office Furniture & Stationery) of the Olympic and
Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020, KOKUYO provided the Tokyo Organising
Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games with original Campus Note
notebooks for use by 80,000 volunteers—known as Field Cast—as an activity to
exemplify our wish to support the people who are taking on new challenges through
Cover and inside cover of the Field Cast
our stationery and tools. The Field Cast Notebook uses colors based on the same
Notebook
azure color as the volunteers’ uniforms and adopts a checkered design used in the
Tokyo 2020 emblems. The original design for the Tokyo 2020 Organising
Committee on its cover features the Field Cast logo together with the Tokyo 2020 emblems. The notebook has incorporated
various ingenuities so that volunteers, who come from different generations and nations, can note down memories for a
lifetime.
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KOKUYO sees the preparation period before the actual event as being of the same importance as the actual Games and
will work to further enliven the event.

Booth at SHIBUYA BOSAI FES 2019

Through internal collaboration transcending departmental boundaries, KOKUYO
participated with a booth at the SHIBUYA BOSAI FES 2019 which was held from
August 31 to September 1 at Yoyogi Park and organized by Shibuya-ku. In
preparing the booth, relevant parties gave ideas under the theme “Disaster
prevention & persons with disabilities,” and during the actual event, bag toilets
printed using Shibuya fonts* were given out, and visitors to the booth were given
explanations about how to provide support to disabled persons during disasters.
Today, people with and without disabilities work in the same office, leading to new
activities as KOKUYO’s disaster prevention business. Furthermore, these initiatives
are recognized, and ties with Shibuya-ku are being strengthened.

Bag toilets printed using Shibuya fonts

* Fonts—released as public data—designed by students studying in Shibuya using letters and numbers written by persons with disabilities living
or working in Shibuya.

KOKUYO Team Run Flat-out at ISU-1GP Held across Japan

The ISU-1GP is a two-hour endurance race where competitors consisting of threeperson teams use office chairs. This street revitalization event organized by Japan
Office Chair Racing Association and shopping districts across Japan is held at
shopping districts nationwide.
Each year, KOKUYO teams are formed with KOKUYO product retailers and
agencies in various regions, helping to revitalize shopping districts through race
participation. In 2019, at the 55th race since the start of KOKUYO’s participation,
one of these teams won for the first time at the world competition when it was held
at Kyoto.
Our team became number one in the world. In addition, teams also participated at races held at Okayama, Saitama, Akita,
Hokkaido, Tokushima, Fukushima, Yamagata, Tokyo, Shiga and other locations, and actively contribute toward street
revitalization of various regions—such as cooperating with shopping districts and providing support to local high school
teams—as companies selling office chairs.

Campus Art Award 2019, a Painting Competition for Junior High and High School Students

Since 2015, KOKUYO has held the Campus Art Award for junior high and high
school students jointly with the Yomiuri Teens Newspaper (issued by the publishing
company The Yomiuri Shimbun).
The contest theme was "My Sweet Home Town—a Great Favorite of Mine." The
aim is to create opportunities for the youth of Japan's future to turn their attention to
their local areas, to notice their attractiveness and to share that with others by
taking up the theme of local landscape, customs, traditions, events, food,
confectionery, etc.
The winners for the Grand Prix, the Yomiuri Teens Newspaper Award, the
KOKUYO Award, the District Merit Awards, and other winning entries were selected
from the entries.
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The Grand Prix went to “Yokohama that is always in my heart” by Aya Takeno, a first-year high school student at the time of
the competition. As a supplementary prize, the winning entry was used to decorate Campus Note notebooks, and these
were produced and given to the winners.

The Job Study Initiative

The Job Study is a cross-industry seminar held by a team of human resources
personnel from leading companies in various industries. They meet to discuss what
kind of seminar is truly useful for students and use the results to organize a
seminar themselves. When it was first launched in 2005, the issue of early
resignations by newly hired university graduates, where 30% leave their
employment within three years, was a major issue. To address this issue and to
provide an opportunity for corporations and students to come together, we have
brought about the realization of mutual communication where corporations and
students can talk about the significance of working by planning a program based on the concept of real opinions and handmade. Since then, 15 years have passed and we have continued to face students with sincerity, and today, a total of 18
leading companies from various industries have joined the Job Study.
As of the end of 2019, the Job Study had amassed 15 years of positive results. However, changes in the environment
surrounding students and companies—such as changes in corporate employment terms and the environment of new
graduate recruitment, and the diversification in the values of students—are taking place at an extremely fast pace, and the
issues being faced by both sides also continue to change. Against this backdrop, the Job Study is asking the
representatives of the personnel departments of 18 participating companies to shun the status quo and come together and
seriously consider what is required and what they would like to do as they look to the future. It is being conducted not as a
recruitment event for companies but as an activity to undertake issues in recruitment.

Local Cleanup Activities and Blood Donation

The KOKUYO Group collaborates with local communities through cleanup activities
carried out at office buildings, plants, Distribution Centers, and overseas business
offices. Cleanup activities are performed once a year around the head office
building in Osaka with the cooperation of the local government.
Through a tie-up with the organizers of the Osaka Marathon, Operation Osaka
Marathon Cleanup has been organized since 2011 as a cleanup activity for all
areas of Osaka so as to present a clean city to visitors to Osaka. The company
participated in this activity in collaboration with the local government.
At various sites around the country, our employees have participated in blood donation drives since 1980. In 2019,
Japanese Red Cross Osaka Blood Center visited the company, and 52 employees donated blood despite this only taking
place in the afternoon.
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General Participants of Factory Tours at KOKUYO Product Shiga Exceeded 5,000

KOKUYO Product Shiga has been conducting factory tours for the general public to
improve brand value originating from the plant and to promote the creation of fans,
and 2019 was the fifth anniversary of these tours. On August 10, a ceremony was
held to commemorate the milestone of more than 5,000 visitors. In addition to
factory tours, commemorate souvenirs were given out and commemorative
photographs were taken that day. A “Traffic Safety Class & Reed Stationery
Workshop”—a workshop which can be enjoyed for a full day combining the Traffic
Kids Park organized by the nearby accommodation facility Crefeel Koto Co., Ltd.
and KOKUYO Product Shiga’s reed stationery workshop—was also conducted.
Going forward, we will continue to work on creating fans through factory tours.

The milestone 5,000th factory tour
participant

Gathering in Sendai of the MICHINOKU Future Fund That Helps Orphans Continue Their
Education

On March 17, a gathering was held at Sendai International Center for the eighth
batch of students funded by the MICHINOKU Future Fund* for which KOKUYO
Tohoku Sales provides support. KOKUYO Tohoku Sales has continued to provide
support as a corporate supporter since a year after the Great East Japan
Earthquake.
The gathering this time was to celebrate the eighth batch of students’ graduation
from high school and continuation of education as well as scholarship recipients
who have graduated and are becoming working adults. At the farewell party, where
around 80 scholarship recipients have gone on to a new stage in life and talked about their dreams and future goals, there
were many students who could not help crying and spoke in choked voices. It was a moment where people felt that this
fund did not just provide economic support but also served as the students’ emotional support.
Nine years after the Great East Japan Earthquake, KOKUYO Tohoku Sales continues to provide support into the future.
* This is a scholarship fund founded by ROHTO Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd., Calbee, Inc., and Kagome Co., Ltd. to support students who lost their
parents in the Great East Japan Earthquake in continuing onto higher education (universities, junior colleges, and vocational schools) based on
the belief that “the cornerstone of recovery will be the work and support of the children growing up today.” So far, more than 800 students have
received scholarships

KOKUYO Kitakanto Sales Became Official Supplier of the 77th National Sports Festival and 22nd
National Sports Festival for People with an Impairment

Last year, KOKUYO Kitakanto Sales continued to provide 10,000 original Campus
Note notebooks based on strawberries, a famous produce of Tochigi, to Tochigi
Prefecture as a local company. In addition, KOKUYO Kitakanto Sales has been
recognized as an official supplier of the 77th National Sports Festival and 22nd
National Sports Festival for People with an Impairment which will be held in Tochigi
Prefecture in 2022.
Going forward, KOKUYO Kitakanto Sales will strive to gain recognition and
promote the sports festivals in various ways as the official supplier so as to make
them sports festivals capable of delivering excitement and joy.

The front cover of the original Campus
Note notebook has Tochimaru-kun, the
mascot of the two sports festivals, and the
festivals’ slogan “From dreams to
excitement, from excitement to the future,”
while the back cover has a design
promoting the festivals with Tochimarukun placed on various event venues on a
map.
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Held Event for Employees of Public Offices to Experience Telecommuting

To contribute toward encouraging the spread of telecommuting, an event to
experience telecommuting for employees of national ministries and agencies as
well as local governments was held as part of the TELEWORK DAYS initiative for
which KOKUYO is a supporting organization. For a total of five days, from July 29
to 30 and August 5 to 7, THINK OF THINGS at Sendagaya and DIVERARY at the
Shinagawa Showroom were opened to these employees as satellite offices for a
limited period. By experiencing a telecommuting environment that cannot be experienced at their workplaces and spaces
created from various concepts, it became an opportunity for them to again relook at their work styles.

Deaf students from Shanghai visit KOKUYO Commerce (Shanghai)’s notebook factory

At the end of March, deaf students from Shanghai visited a KOKUYO Commerce
(Shanghai) Co., Ltd. factory located in the outskirts of Shanghai. With the careful
guidance of factory employees, the students were able to observe the production
process from base paper to finished notebook, and learn secrets behind the
production of their favorite KOKUYO stationery. Through this factory visit, we
communicated the warmth of society to the students.

Chasing Big Dreams with Small Notebooks!

In November, seven employees from the Shanghai, Beijing, and Shenzhen offices
of KOKUYO (Shanghai) Management Co., Ltd., KOKUYO Commerce (Shanghai)
Co., Ltd. and KOKUYO Furniture (China) Co., Ltd. visited Guanghui School in
Liangshan, Sichuan Province, and interacted with approximately 800 children
there.
The employee volunteers spent a meaningful day with the children, playing games
and doing crafts using KOKUYO stationery.
We organize these kinds of interchange activities with children every year. Seeing
the stationery they have made bring smiles to so many children's faces was an irreplaceable experience for the employees.
KOKUYO is actively having its employees participate in volunteer activities to help them personally understand the concept
of contributing to society through our products.
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Mini Science Centres Opened at Schools Near KOKUYO Camlin’s Plants

Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education is a
requirement for technological transformation to significantly change our society. It is
a field of education pointed out for its importance globally for nurturing children’s
curiosity, creativity, and problem-solving skills.
To provide children from underprivileged families with opportunities to also directly
come into contact with the universal theories and principles of science and
mathematics, KOKUYO Camlin has opened Mini Science Centres equipped with
meaningful learning tools (75 items) at five schools in the vicinity of three of the
company’s plants through the provision of funds to the social enterprise STEM Learning amounting to 3.2 million yen.

Improvement to Project Nanhi Kali Supporting Underprivileged Girls

Project Nanhi Kali (which means “a little bud” in Hindi) is a project that started at K.C. Mahindra Education Trust in 1996 to
achieve a fair and equal society as well as economic growth by supporting underprivileged girls. So far, it has reached out
to over 370,000 underprivileged girls across 14 states in India.
Girls receiving support through this project are assured of completing 10 years of education. They are provided with
uniforms, school bags, and learning tools such as textbooks and stationery. They are also able to receive training toward
strengthening their learning abilities at Academic Support Centres.
KOKUYO Camlin agrees with the project’s purpose, and donated 900,000 yen as a corporate sponsor.

Art Activity Support for Injured Soldiers at Paraplegic Rehabilitation Centre

Soldiers in the armed forces who have sustained serious injuries and diagnosed
with paralysis of arms or legs are transferred to the Paraplegic Rehabilitation
Centre (PRC) in the city of Pune. PRC provides 24-hour treatment support and
facilities to peacefully live out the rest of their lives. However, many soldiers fall into
deep depression. To provide these soldiers as much as possible with the will to live,
since four years ago, KOKUYO Camlin has provided acrylic paints, canvasses,
brushes and other painting tools, and conducted training on how to create paintings
by holding brushes with the mouth and technical lectures regarding the use of
colors.
In April 2019, 24 works created at PRC so far were opened to the public, and many students and residents visited to see
the works.
This initiative was subsequently expanded to the production of greeting cards printed with these paintings. So far, more than
15,000 cards have been sold, and the entire revenue of 15 yen per card is given to soldiers and their families.
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With the issues facing society in recent years becoming more diversified and complex, we are striving to create KOKUYOstyle values so that our customers' work, learning, and living can become more creative and fruitful.

Birth of New Brand "Gloo" That Changes Concept of Sticking for Adhesive Products

On January 16, 2019, KOKUYO launched “GLOO,” a new brand of adhesive
products with a simple, minimal, and stylish design that pursued high functionality
and ease of use.
GLOO is a new brand that aims to be a series of products that people will feel
comfortable using and want to place near them based on the concept “Sticking has
really changed.” These products combining functionality and beauty overthrowing
existing mindsets about consumables were born by using the adhesive
technologies developed by KOKUYO so far in collaboration with the design office
nendo led by CEO Oki Sato.

Birth of Novel Workstation “UPTIS”

In May, the novel workstation “UPTIS” was launched as a result of ergonomics and
surveys.
The inclination of UPTIS’s tabletop can be adjusted in eight stages up to 12°
including fully horizontal, leading to posture that places less burden on the body.
During development, together with thoroughly analyzing the behavior of KOKUYO’s
employees, including the way they use small items and accessories around their
desks, the ideal deskwork environment was pursued through workshops. In
addition, for the desk in general, we adopted a design that leads one to think of
health, dynamism, and ease of growing familiar. Other concepts were also used to create a desk that fits people so that
workers can work with healthy bodies and minds.

Launch of New Brand “KOKUYO ME” Allowing Combinations like Accessories to Be Enjoyed

In October 2019, the new stationery series “KOKUYO ME” which spans across
categories was launched.
With “Life Accessories” as its concept, KOKUYO ME is a project that aims to
provide value as accessories that can easily express individuality.
The brand targets active workers from the millennial and xennial generations,
which are characterized by their particularity regarding individuality. With the ease
of use and functionality that KOKUYO has been particular about, trendy CMF* was
added to pursue excellent design.
The first batch in the series consisted 45 different products spanning 10 items, such as notebooks and pens. The lineup of
the second batch has 18 products in four items, including sticky notes that add extra writing space to notebooks.
* The three elements of an item’s surface: color, material, and finish.
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Toward the Olympic and Paralympic Games Tokyo 2020

KOKUYO signed an agreement to join the Tokyo 2020 Sponsorship Programme as
an Official Supporter in the “Office Furniture & Stationery” category. KOKUYO is
contributing to the Games by providing office furniture and stationery to the offices
and other locations of parties related to the Games, such as the Tokyo Organising
Committee of the Olympic and Paralympic Games (the Organising Committee).
The Tokyo 2020 Task Force was launched as a business contact point related to
Tokyo 2020 to carry out information sharing and collaboration events between the
Organising Committee and corporate supporters. Within KOKUYO, name cards
and envelopes with the Tokyo 2020 emblems were introduced, and Campus Note
notebooks turned into sporting event venues were produced into original visuals
which were then used. Together with the launch of an online Tokyo 2020 page and
other activities, KOKUYO has been steadily promoting activities both within and
outside the company.
In addition, KOKUYO is also seeking to nurture the Olympic mood within the
KOKUYO Group. In “KOKUYO no KOUBO,” an event held to solicit ideas for
communicating a new KOKUYO, we gathered innovative ideas from employees not
bounded by existing businesses and products, including contents that use stationery to experience sports. We are not just
stopping at sponsorship, but taking on the challenge of unique initiatives with a view beyond Tokyo 2020.

Ultimate in Being Relaxed at Work Achieved by Sauna

Currently, many companies are searching for ways of work style reform. In such a
situation, there are expectations placed on the new effects of sauna that breaks
existing mindsets. Within KOKUYO, the sauna club was established in 2016.
Sauna is not only a place where people take off their clothes, they also take off
their titles. More and more people are using sauna as a communication tool that
transcends both departments and positions. In addition to encouraging
communication, sauna increases the ability to concentrate—such as by helping to
recover from tiredness, detoxing the body, and having a relaxing effect—and
A further sense of unity is born from
therefore earning feedback that it has the effect of invigorating creative minds.
wearing room wear with the same design
Furthermore, in 2018, a project targeting “sauna workers” led by the head of the
provided by the spa
sauna club was broached to spa facilities, resulting in the completion of Japan’s
first coworking sauna KOOWORK at Skyspa Yokohama. An environment for working people—such as whiteboards,
projectors, power supplies for charging computers and smartphones, and Wi-Fi equipment—has been put in place at the
coworking space within the facility, earning praise from users. Possibilities continue to expand.

Furniture Business Established Local Subsidiary in Indonesia

KOKUYO’s furniture business has established the local subsidiary PT. KOKUYO Furniture Indonesia, with operations
commencing in April 2019. KOKUYO had been conducting sales through a representative office in Indonesia since 2012,
but is now shifting to a new system of using a local subsidiary to sell directly due to recent increases in local firms’
purchasing power and appetite for investing in offices. With this change, KOKUYO aims to add the growing demand from
local firms in Indonesia to its revenue base of Japanese customers and achieve sustainable growth in Asia.
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“Uki City & KOKUYO” Partnership Agreement Signed

On June 3, Uki City in Kumamoto Prefecture and KOKUYO signed a
comprehensive partnership agreement. This agreement promotes collaborative
activities that effectively use human and material resources of both parties toward
invigorating Uki City and optimizing the management of public administration. It
also seeks to transform offices for work style reforms, promote the transfer plan of
Uki City’s Ogawa Branch Office, and invigorate the region as a whole.

Contributing to Work Style Reforms of Other Companies through Proposals Using Labor Union
Activities

Currently, the rectification of long working hours and promoting the taking of paid
leave are issues being faced by labor unions of many companies. KOKUYO’s labor
union has ties to the labor unions of other companies. To help these labor unions
acquire knowledge related to the work space and work style necessary for
undertaking the resolution of these issues, KOKUYO’s labor union actively create
opportunities to introduce KOKUYO’s products and services through the activities
of its labor union.
Through such actions, the activities of KOKUYO’s labor union are adeptly fused
with KOKUYO’s main business of creating working environments, and support work style reform initiatives by the labor and
management of other companies.

KOKUYO’s loT Stationery “Shukudai Yaruki Pen” That Makes People Want to Write and Praise

On July 17, 2019, KOKUYO launched the IoT stationery “Shukudai Yaruki Pen” for
students in the first to fourth grades of elementary school. By fixing it to a normal
pencil, it visualizes the students’ daily hard work by analyzing their efforts for study.
Shukudai Yaruki Pen visualizes children’s efforts for study as “motivation” by fixing
it to pencils sold on the market and linking it to a dedicated smartphone app. The
LED’s color changes according to accumulated motivation. In addition, the
character in the smartphone app will receive power to move forward in the “Garden
of Motivational Power” that has 18 stages in the style of the board game sugoroku.
It serves as impetus for children to undertake learning at home, and makes it easier for guardians to praise their children.
As a product that develops motivation through smooth communication between parent and child, it is receiving a lot of
support.
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Opening of Limited Period Store at eslite spectrum Nihonbashi

The large composite select store eslite spectrum Nihonbashi—which originates
from Taiwan—made its first entry into Japan at the new COREDO Muromachi
Terrace retail facility that opened on September 27. KOKUYO opened a limited
period store here from September 27 to November 14. This store was realized due
to empathy with KOKUYO’s history of developing standards in Japan and our
innovative challenges. In line with eslite spectrum Nihonbashi’s concepts of “the
The concept was “From standard to the
next standard”
intersection of past and present” and “the fusion of old and new,” specially selected
old and new items evolving with the times—including the long-selling Sokuryo
Yacho notebook, new brands such as GLOO, KOKUYO ME and others—were selected and exhibited at the limited period
store.

Launch of Sustainable Notebook “Campus & Starbucks” Made from Milk Cartons

Starbucks and KOKUYO jointly developed the “Starbucks Campus Ring Notebook.”
The front and back covers of the notebook used recycled paper made using milk
cartons as its main raw material. As an activity aimed at contributing toward a
recycling-oriented society, Starbucks has continued to recycle milk cartons since
2010. Milk cartons individually cleaned, dried, and collected at more than 1,500
stores nationwide exceed more than approximately 1,000 tons annually. KOKUYO
agrees with the thinking behind this activity. This notebook that is filled with
meticulous details was created using ideas refined by transcending departmental
boundaries together with the spirit and technologies of craftsmanship developed so
far.

“Starbucks Campus Ring Notebook” born
through collaboration between Starbucks
and KOKUYO

KOKUYO Furniture (China) Opened Flagship Store on China’s Leading Online Retail Platform

KOKUYO Furniture (China) has opened its flagship store on the online retail
platform Tmall.com which is under the umbrella of the Alibaba Group, a leading
Chinese corporation. Tmall.com is China’s largest e-commerce website with an
active monthly user base of 500 million people. At the sale held once each year on
November 11, approximately five trillion yen in sales are recorded over three days.
On October 25, an opening event was held at a KOKUYO Furniture (China)
dealer’s showroom in Hangzhou together with Tmall.com announcing the opening
of the store to many media outlets. The store started operation on November 11.
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